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Sidelines Sports Bar & Grille 

"Bar, Grill and Play by the Ocean"

Sidelines Bar and Grill is a joint located at Chatan. This place is famous for

its breathtaking view of the ocean across the spot. A great place to chill

with friends over drinks and a game of pool. Sideline Bar and Grill is a

sports bar and has about 16 TV’s to watch live sports. The place also has a

self-service beer tap for customers. Sidelines serves breakfast, lunch and

dinner. Most frequent customers come in for the delicious and variety of

breakfast offered at Sidelines. During weekends, the crowd here is mostly

youngsters.

 +81 98 923 0076  www.sidelinesokinawa.com/  2-99 Miyagi, Okinawa

 by Marler   

Beach Bar Coconut Moon 

"Cocktail Frenzy"

While the name is a dead give-away, the bar sits right on the beach and

has some pretty amazing ocean views. The interiors are a delight, with a

thatched wooden roof and plenty of greenery strewn across for an earthy

feel. Evenings are particularly striking with clear skies and a fairytale-like

atmosphere. The choice in drinks is amazing and ranges from beer and

wine to awamori and cocktails. Live music adds a great touch.

 +81 98 965 3601  www.beachbar-coconutmoon.com/  3085 Yamada, Onna

 by [puamelia]   

Living Room Maroad 

"The Relaxing Bar"

Living Room Maroad is a bar located at the Okinawan famous hotel ‘The

Naha Terrace’. Living Room Maroad is a bar where one can relax, unwind

and rejuvenate any part of the day. The bar has a very fresh feel to its

environment, surrounded by green grass, plants, relaxing cane furniture,

giving the place a comforting environment. Living Room Maroad is a

lounge that offers live performances, fresh drinks, cocktails, mocktails and

an amazing afternoon tea to its guests. A great place to sip on a cuppa

and hangout with friends and family. The staff and service is great and

very welcoming. A good place to be at during weekends.

 +81 864 1111  www.terrace.co.jp/  2-14-1 Omoromachi, The Naha Terrace,

1F, Naha

 by Booking.com 

The Bar at Hyatt Regency 

"The Classy Bar"

The Bar is located at Hyatt Regency at Naha, Okinawa. The bar is a pub

that serves drinks and small meals with a cozy and comfortable ambiance.

The Bar is beautifully set up with rustic interiors, wooden furniture that

gives the place a classy vintage feel. The Bar is more like a lounge for

guests to enjoy their drinks with a beautiful view of the entire city. The Bar

has a variety of drinks to choose from including a huge wine cellar to
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choose wines from around the world. The Bar also has a ‘Happy Hour’

from 6p to 8p with great offers to avail. A great place to unwind and relax

with a drink.

 +81 98 866 8888 (Reservations)  3-6-20 Makishi, Hyatt Regency Naha, Naha
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